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About This Game

Visit a myth-infested 1820s Ireland. One dark (if not particularly stormy) night, you find yourself face to face with a frightening
visage—or lack thereof. Though shaped like a man, the creature you’ve encountered appears to have lost his head. Worse, he

seems to think you might be the one to blame!

The Harbinger's Head is a fantastic 46,000 word interactive horror novel by Kim Berkley, where your choices control the story.
It's entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

It’s up to you to prove your innocence and discover the true thief of the harbinger's head before your own winds up on the
chopping block!

 Play as male, female, or non-binary.

 Step into the shoes of an herbalist, schoolteacher, or lamplighter.

 Shape your personality and build your skills through the choices you make, or trust your luck at your own peril.

 Make friends—or enemies—of the various Fae creatures you’ll encounter along the way.

 Discover one of eight endings…or meet an untimely death.
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Jump into words, the game

10\/10 goty. its not good. This game is better than its reviews - especially in 2-player coop. That is where it really shines.. I do
not like this game it is low quality i want a refund.. What a mess!

I absolutely hated the jousting mechanic, but forced my way through it, just to find out that I had to do it all over again later in
the story. At that point, I just had to stop. The story is hamfisted, the betrayal obvious from the start, there was little support for
character classes except for fighter types, and just so many petty rules and regulations added to the game that it made it an
actual chore to play.

For me, it also came with multiple bugs and crashes, but maybe you will fare better than I did. I do not recommend this
expansion, unless you want to use the tilesets in the editor.. Akward movement system, cant move around freely, Controls are
mapped in a very strange way. Cant grab objects as you usually can in vr.. I'm a big fan of the "Metroidvania" genre. This game
is unfortunately pretty weak. It has no music. There are only three types of enemies in the game. There are only two types of
environments. All of the "puzzles" involve finding an item and putting it into a slot with the appropriate shape. No map helps
you with a sense of exploration. The plot is all communicated through scanning alien artifacts, and it involves... an alien mining
operation that uncovered something. There are 0 secrets. It has at least two serious game-breaking bugs that I suspect you will
encounter even if you don't like to play games looking for bugs, like me.

Would have gotten 4 out of 5 stars from me in Ludum Dare, but not worth the time on Steam. :(. Winner of 1986's Worst Game
Of The Year award.. Fun game. Not as good as Beat Saber, but you can play to your own music. That makes it cool.
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Pretty amazing game, if you're into hard learning curve games that pay off competitive wise later on go for it, just don't give up
the first days. It was a giant blast playing through this game multiple times to get all achievements, since the game has so much
replayability, at times i felt like i was a speedrunner running through the levels.

The game has got a great atmosphere and a really nice artstyle, the story changes depending on what route you take and like i
said, the game has got a TON of replay value, from one level being filled with crows if you've killed them in a previous one, to
having a Cyclops rampaging through the city if you poked someone's eye out.

And while it's sad that the game isn't very popular, the creator has got a lot of talent and i'll look forward to his new horror
games, which he'll hopefully make.

. The options to play the game don't work.. Don't waste your money. The good things:
-Dieselmine's art is good as usual.
-Scenario as well, it's stupid and silly, but gets the job done. There's also some good scenes.
-Translation is better than Material Girl.

The bad things:
-Translation still sucks. Actually, unlike Material Girl where it was just machine translated, here some YES\/NO choices are
accidentally switched around, so you'll be making choices you don't want to.
-Gameplay is very tedious. It's like playing Korean MMO, with you doing tedious grind with no challenge at all, and just waiting
for game to decide it's time for you to get the next event.
-It's not very clear what you have to do for different scenes, or scene-chains. Unlike sensible eroge that give you some kind of
hints, or just a list, here you have no idea what you have to do for anything.
-When you do get the scenes, most of them are very short.
-3D graphics are very uneven. At best they are similar to low-poly Gamecube stuff(Magical Melody is a common comparison),
but at worst it just looks bad.
-Kinda minor complaint, but UI is glitchy. At points it'll just turn into unrecognizable mess of pixels for brief moment.

In short, I wouldn't recommend this.. There a true gem in here but it needs some polish

The AI is often confused and seems intent to getting to rooms by making a hole in the roof. Forges and anvils just made my
dwarfs skip over them over and over.

But you can tell a game is going to be really good because your willing to put up with the bugs.

The years working on this have not been wasted but it does need pushed over the finish line.. Ehhh i cant justify the cost its a 2
button beatem up
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